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These Daniel Island homeowners 
worked with a landscape architect 
to maximize their curb appeal and 
the views of the marsh, all while 
designing a custom deck  
surrounding their pool.

CHARMING FEATURES:

• Cast Stone Pavers along Modern 
Entry Deck • Dwarf Papyrus and 
Native Grasses at Entry   
• Custom-Designed Ipe Deck   
• Home Built by SHELTER  
Custom-Built Living • Architec-
ture by Heather A. Wilson  
• Landscape Installation by High 
Marsh Landscape Contractor

FOR MORE INFO:
REMARK Landscape Architecture
(843) 952-7817
remarkstudiollc.com
 

Scenery & 
Sanctuary
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A landscape architect is trained to 
think of your topography as a whole 
system that needs to be seamless, 
plus they regularly use native plants 
to maintain the balance of the ecosys-
tem, so be sure to chat with one when 
designing your home’s exterior.
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Designing a top-of-the-line 

backyard requires attention 

to detail, which these  

homeowners chose to  

express with custom-laid 

tile on the cabana area.

This covered outdoor  

kitchen can be used for 

cookouts day or night with 

a modern ceiling fan and 

plenty of extra lighting.

CHARMING FEATURES:
• Cabana Tile by Palmetto Tile  
Distributors • Home Built by  
SHELTER Custom-Built Living  
• Pool by Aqua Blue Pools 

CHARMING FEATURES:
• Modern LED Light Ceiling Fan  
• Seeded Glass Island Pendants  
• Under Island Tape Lights  
• Under Fireplace Tape Lights 

FOR MORE INFO:
Palmetto Tile Distributors
(843) 266-8700
palmettotile.com 

FOR MORE INFO:
Charleston Lighting and Interiors
(843) 766-3055
charlestonlightingandinteriors.com
 

Deluxe  
Custom Tile

Well-Lit  
Living Space

Photography by Patrick Brickman
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Designing this Daniel Island 

outdoor kitchen required a 

spacious and sophisticated 

counter space with lots of 

character and movement.

This historic Mt. Pleasant 

residence received an expertly 

oriented outdoor living space 

featuring perfect proportions 

with respect to the landscape. 

CHARMING FEATURES:
• “Fantasy Brown” Leathered Marble 
Countertops • Home Built by  
SHELTER Custom-Built Living  
Countertops Fabricated by Stone  
Central • Countertops Supplied by  
CRS Marble & Granite

CHARMING FEATURES:
• Designed Around Existing Live 
Oaks Home Built by Nantuk Homes 
• Hardscapes and Landscapes by  
Outdoor Spatial Design • Custom 
Pool by Michael Greer Pools

FOR MORE INFO:
Stone Central
(843) 879-3278
stonecentralsc.com
 

FOR MORE INFO:
Vinyet Architecture
(843) 615-7662
vin-yet.com
 

Substantial Stone 
Countertops

Architect Designed 
Outdoor Addition
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B E H I N D  T H E  S C E N E S
Take a private tour of the rooms used in Charleston 

Home + Design magazine's new television commercial. 
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T        
this past fall, Charleston Home 

+ Design magazine joined forc-
es with industry veteran Mark 
Bradley of Bradley Advertising 
& Marketing to produce a new 
television commercial to pro-
mote the Charleston Home + 

Design home shows that the team 
hosts each year in January and Au-
gust. It was clear that the setting 
required a stunning local home to 

create the perfect backdrop for our 
message, which was, “If you can 
dream it, one of the vendors at our 
shows can make it happen.” From 
there, Charleston Home + Design 
magazine teamed with SHELTER 
Custom-Built Living, a fully custom 
home builder headquartered on 
Daniel Island, to film on location 
at the personal home of Ryan and  
Jenny Butler. As the owners of  

SHELTER Custom-Built Living, 
Ryan and Jenny Butler poured 
all of their home-building 
prowess into their abode.  
 
Mark Bradley also suggested 
that a young couple with small 
children should star in this 
commercial to both exemplify 
and connect with quintessen-
tial Lowcountry homeown-

ers. Charleston Home + De-
sign’s own Art Director, Patrick  
Brickman, and his youthful  
family fit the bill, so the next 
challenge fell to where each 
scene would be shot in the But-
ler’s impeccable home. Every 
room offered a new and surpris-
ing feature that was considered 
ideal for the commercial. In 
short, the final product barely 

(top left) The open concept kitchen showcases 
sleek modern features like the leather black 
“Absolute” granite, tongue and groove white 
oak flooring, and a Dolomite Marble Backsplash 
by Buckhannon Tile + Design. (top right) A Wedi 
Zero Entry shower system is designed without 
any shower curbs for a seamless look. (bottom 
left) Inset, flat panel kitchen cabinetry maintains 
the contemporary style seen throughout the 
home. (bottom right) The master bathroom 
features Matte Dolomite Tile flooring, honed 
Turkish Carrara marble countertops from 
Palmetto Surfacing, and Durasupreme dark wood 
cabinetry from The Coastal Cabinet Company. 

(top left) Homeowners Jenny and Ryan Butler 
knew they needed a classy, open space for 
friends and family to gather, so they opted 
for a waterfall edge on the leather black 
granite and sophisticated color palette. (top 
right) The dining area boasts a unique golden 
ceiling accent with a fun and funky chandelier 
from Ateriross. (bottom left) The modern, 
flush trim throughout the house is a must-
have for any contemporary scheme. (bottom 
right) A softly hued blue velvet couch adds 
a touch of color to the overall neutral color 
scheme of the first floor. 

B E H I N D  T H E  S C E N E S
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scratched the surface of how 
many custom characteristics can 
be found in Ryan and Jenny’s do-
micile, but because the structure 
was also included in the Charles-
ton Home + Design magazine's 
April Home Tour on Daniel  
Island, many more people were 
inspired by how functional and 
beautiful a custom home has 
the potential to be. Many thanks 
to Ryan and Jenny for opening 

their home in order to share the 
many perks of custom home 
building with the public!
 
To see the video in its entirety go to 
charlestonhomeanddesign.com/main/
video or scan the QR code below.

(top left) The master bedroom boasts a tiered 
chandelier from Oly Studio and plenty of natural 
lighting from the numerous windows. (top right) 
Wallpaper from Phillip Jeffries on the accent wall 
creates dimension, and the simple elegance of a 
single pendant light adds illumination. (bottom 
left) This unique front door is a made of steel 
and pivots to open flush with the wall as a 
thoroughly modern feature. (bottom right) The 
family's office space features lots of windows for 
working in a wealth of daylight. The metal door 
was fashioned using extra sheet metal from the 
porch wall.

B E H I N D  T H E  S C E N E S
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